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Summary
The aim of the article is to cover the theoretical aspects, legal and regulatory princi-

ples and development of ways to improve the legal and regulatory framework for securing 
obligations in the field of legal relations on credit granting. The study was conducted using 
the method of a systematic approach, which allowed to classify the views of the authors, to 
systematize the legal and regulatory framework, the method of unification, by application of 
which the proposals to address legislative shortcomings have been developed. The existence 
of problems in determining the legal status of objects of credit obligations of economic entities 
has been established. It is determined that in scientific works there is no universal approach to 
the composition and legal status of these objects, nor do they indicate the problems of current 
legislation in this field. It is revealed that the economic, civil legislation of Ukraine does not 
contain a complete definition of the composition of these securities. The problems of lack of 
legislative regulation of the problem of obligation and the procedure for assessing the state of 
the economic management, financial and economic condition, forecasting the risks of enforce-
ment of loan obligations both from the loan providers subject to sponsors, guarantors and the 
latter in relation to borrowers, have been established. The availability of such problems in 
the field of normative and legal regulation in the USA, Poland and Ukraine has been proven, 
proposals for improving the provisions of the Ukrainian legislation in this area have been 
substantiated and formulated.
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1. Introduction

The problem of protection of loan capital under conditions of the new global and 
national risks that affect the trustworthiness of borrowers requires the legislator to develop 
effective legal tools that would ensure compliance with obligations in the field of credit 
granting. Improvement of the legislative mechanisms for determining the security of credit 
obligations is becoming an urgent task and a condition for successful development of eco-
nomic relations. The current state of legal regulation of this issue is not effective enough, 
that leads to a number of problems in credit relations, dispute resolution between economic 
entities at the judicial and prejudicial level. Lack of clear systematization of types, definition 
of regulation of the specified objects of credit legal relations is a peculiar problem both for 
domestic, and for foreign experience. In the view of the aforesaid, we believe that the study 
of this issue is currently topical, and emphasis of problems and ways to solve them in this 
field will increase the level of legal regulation.
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2. Status and problems of normative legal regulation of securing obligations  
in the field of credit granting relations

Issues of normative legal regulation of securing obligations in the sphere of legal rela-
tions on credit granting in separate directions are covered in the provisions of a scientific 
legal thought. In particular, in the scientific works of A. Moroz (Moroz, 2002:25), Yu. Moisie-
iev, Yu. Uralova (Moisieiev, Uralova, 2019: 174), O. Karasava (Karasava, 2015), S. Mirza, 
K. Kachalko Myrza, Kachalko, 2016) the guarantees, being a type of collateral for credit obli-
gations, are considered, but availability of problems of normative legal regulation of their legal 
status and subtypes is not indicated. In the study of O. Hromova (Hromova, 2015) all possible 
types of these objects (guarantees, pledges, securities and penalties) are identified, but it is indi-
cated that there are problems of legal regulation only in relation to penalties. Provisions of a 
scientific work of V. Kudriavtsev (Kudriavtsev, 2016) contain a classification of types of credit 
obligations, determined depending on the signs of securing (addressed) and the lack of legisla-
tive definition (not addressed), but the author does not indicate the problems of legal regulation 
of types, legal status of such objects. Although at the present stage there is a certain amount of 
scientific research, sources of case law and regulatory framework in this field, there is a neces-
sity to identify a full range of problems and develop directions for their solution.

The content of the economic and civil legislation of Ukraine does not contain a clear 
composition, does not determine the legal status of securities for credit obligations of economic 
entities. Let’s define the basic legal and regulatory principles established by the Ukrainian leg-
islator in relation to this issue.

The provisions of the Commercial Code of Ukraine establish the following list of securi-
ties for credit obligations of economic entities, in particular: guarantees from solvent economic 
entities; sureties of other banks; security, property owned by borrowers; other types of securities 
(paragraph 2 of Article 346 of the Civil Code of Ukraine). It should be noted that the Civil Code 
of Ukraine does not allocate a complete list of securities for credit obligations of economic 
entities (between borrowers (economic entities) and loan providers (banking institutions and 
other economic entities). Namely, economic legislation emphasizes that a guarantee as a type of 
security for credit obligations can be provided only by banking institutions (paragraph 2 of Arti-
cle 346 of the Civil Code of Ukraine), ie banks act as guarantors, and, accordingly, the object 
of credit relations is only a guarantee provided by such economic entities. Scholars studying 
the guarantee as an object of credit relations (A. Moroz (2002: 25), Yu. Moisieiev, Yu. Uralova 
(Moisieiev, Uralova, 2019: 174), O. Karasava (Karasava, 2015)) point to this provision of the 
legislation without subjecting it to discussion. The scientific works do not put forward views on 
the incomplete composition of the subjects of credit relations, that are the guarantors, and it is 
not stated that the composition of objects (types of guarantees) in this area is limited. Herewith, 
it is established in the paragraph 4 of Article 67 of the Civil Code that state-owned enterprises, 
including companies (excluding banking institutions), the authorized capital of which is fifty or 
more percent of shares (units or shares) owned by the state, and who perform the specified eco-
nomic activity under the conditions of its coordination with the corresponding central authori-
ties of the executive level can act as security or guarantors of credit obligations. It is important 
to note that another type of guarantee provided by the Commercial Code of Ukraine refers to 
those provided by the state-owned enterprises. In our opinion, this choice of the legislator is 
not clear enough, since the state form of ownership is not a sign of trustworthiness and ability 
to exercise the security of credit obligations. Accordingly, we state that the provisions of the 
commercial legislation of Ukraine on this issue are inconsistent. As evidenced by the content 
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of civil law (paragraph 3 of Article 553 of the Civil Code of Ukraine), several or one person 
can act as guarantors. That is, within the Civil Code of Ukraine, the legislator does not set out 
a comprehensive definition of such entities, does not determine their legal status, but also does 
not impose restrictions on the form of ownership, types of economic activity. At the same time, 
the civil legislation contains a more complete composition of subjects, and, accordingly, the 
objects of guarantees, which are a part of the security of credit obligations of economic enti-
ties. Based on the provisions of the Civil Code of Ukraine, we state that the civil legislation 
of Ukraine stipulates that the guarantees of securities for credit obligations include all types of 
guarantees provided to persons with any legal status and form of ownership.

The provisions of the Civil Code of Ukraine contain a certain composition of security 
for fulfillment of obligations (Chapter 49), but do not specify those that may relate to the credit 
relations of economic entities. In view of the above, we believe that the main objects in this area 
at the general level are those provided by the Commercial Code of Ukraine, in particular, guar-
antees, sureties, pledges of property of borrowers, other types of guarantees. It should be noted 
that the civil law puts forward a certain composition of types of guarantees as a type of security 
for credit obligations. Namely, the provisions of the Civil Code of Ukraine (paragraph 1 of Arti-
cle 560), compared to the Commercial Code of Ukraine, allocated an expanded composition of 
credit entities that can act as guarantors, including, in particular: banking institutions, insurance 
companies and other financial institutions. Therefore, civil law imposes certain restrictions on 
the legal status of guarantors, which is not defined in the content of the Commercial Code of 
Ukraine. Based on the subject composition submitted by the Civil Code of Ukraine, we deter-
mine that the types of guarantees that can act as collateral for credit obligations are as follow: 
guarantees provided by banking institutions; guarantees provided by insurance companies; 
guarantees provided by other financial institutions.

It is established that within the provisions of the Supreme Court of Ukraine set out in its 
Letter dated February 01, 2015 (Site LIGA.net, 2015), it is determined that any legal entities 
and individuals whose competences and property status will not raise doubts among load pro-
viders can act as guarantors. According to the research materials, this approach is followed by 
all banking institutions, courts and loan providers in the process of assessing the legal status 
of guarantors and warrantors. In view of the above, we assume that the supreme judicial body 
provides for the existence of sureties, guarantees provided by legal entities and individuals who 
have the required level of trustworthiness.

Consequently, we state that at the current stage of legislative security there is no clear 
and comprehensive composition of the security objects for fulfillment of credit obligations of 
economic entities. This affects different approaches to judicial and prejudicial settlement of 
commercial disputes in this area.

The study of legal regulation of this issue in foreign practice shows as follows.
The provisions of the US Commercial Code (Article 2509) contain the security objects for 

fulfillment of credit obligations of economic entities, these are, in particular, two types of guar-
antees. Namely: unsecured guarantees, which are accepted by loan providers under conditions 
of confidence in the financial stability of guarantors; secured guarantees, which are accepted 
by creditors in case the financial stability of the guarantor is doubtful, and are secured by the 
pledge of the guarantor’s property. It should be noted that the US law provides for the possi-
bility of maximum guarantee of credit obligations of economic entities at a level not exceeding 
90% of the loan amount. According to researchers (Flint, 2019; Semian, Taylor, 2019), in the 
regulation of credit guarantees in the United States of America there are problems associated 
with the fact that although the US legislature has identified these objects of credit obligations 
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of economic entities, the requirements for assessment of trustworthiness of guarantors by loan 
providers and borrowers by both lenders and guarantors were not taken into account. Guaran-
tors are assessed on the basis of reports and audit reports, assessment of borrowers is performed 
in a similar way. Accordingly, loan providers do not perform an independent assessment of 
guarantors and borrowers, this also applies to guarantors, who are guided by their reports and 
audit reports when concluding guarantee agreements with borrowers. Taking the above into 
account, the trends of recent years indicate that this approach of the legislator does not protect 
the loan providers, the borrowers face a crisis situation. We can mention the problem of the US 
legislation regarding determination of the need for mandatory financial monitoring of guaran-
tors and borrowers before concluding credit agreements and contracts of guarantee.

The Polish legislation provides for the functioning of guarantees and securities as secu-
rity objects for fulfillment of credit obligations of economic entities (Article 881 of the Civil 
Code of Poland (Tracz, 2019)). However, guarantees are the most common objects in this field, 
there is no use of guarantees at the level of different categories of credit operations. Article 881 
of the Civil Code of Poland provides that the guarantors, unless otherwise provided by the 
agreement, act as joint subjects of legal relations for credit granting in Poland. It is determined 
that their liability as subjects of these legal relations is provided in the amount of the guaran-
tee. A similar status of the stated participants is provided in the content of the Law of Poland 
“Banking Law”. Via example of the analysis of one of the numerous lawsuits in this area, we 
identify the problems of lack of reference in the provisions of the Polish law not to the need for 
self-assessment by creditors of trustworthiness of borrowers with whom a contract of guarantee 
is concluded. As an example, the decision of the Court of Appeal of Krakow city dated March 6, 
2019 No. I AGa 313/18 (Moment, 2019) in the case of a lawsuit by the loan provider (banking 
institution) to prosecute the guarantor related to the claim of the lender repayment of the latter 
as the entire amount of debt on the loan at interest on it, and the amount of penalties for late pay-
ment of credit debt by the borrower. It was revealed that the borrower was a network of pharma-
cies, which received a long-term loan from the bank on the basis of a guarantee, but six months 
later lost its trustworthiness and violated the bankruptcy procedure. During the first court appeal 
the loan provider could not prove that the guarantor should be liable for the principal debt, pen-
alties for late payment of interest. Therefore, his second appeal to the Krakow Court of Appeal 
provided for a similar subject-matter of the legal claim. Based on the results of consideration of 
this case, the abovementioned judicial body resolved the following, in particular:

– that the liability of the guarantor (defendant) for this court appeal is equal to the amount 
of the guarantee, which is established both in the contract of guarantee and in the loan agree-
ment. The amount of this guarantee is 80% of the principal debt of the loan;

– the person who is the guarantor (defendant) has assumed the specified amount of liabil-
ity, and does not deny the coverage of debt on the loan in the amount of 80%, while objecting 
to the payment of other 20% of the loan, interest on the loan, penalties for interest on the loan;

– oblige the guarantor (defendant) to pay the loan provider (banking institution) the spec-
ified amount of debt within 30 days as from the date of this court decision;

– the defendant party and the claimant party made significant mistakes in the process 
of assessing the trustworthiness of the borrower (Apteka Spółka z o.o. and K.). The defen-
dant engaged an external audit (an audit company that constantly checked the financial and 
economic condition of the borrower), on the basis of the audit report, a decision to provide 
a guarantee was made. The loan provider did not conduct an independent assessment of the 
borrower’s trustworthiness (Apteka Spółka z o.o. and K.) due to the fact that the guarantor sub-
mitted together with the contract of guarantee an audit report prepared by an independent audit 
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company. Occurrence of crisis phenomena was not determined by the auditors six months prior, 
which calls into question the quality of such an assessment of trustworthiness;

– complaint of the claimant (banking institution) about bringing the defendant (guaran-
tor) to legal responsibility regarding the payment of the full amount of the loan, interest and 
penalties for them is rejected.

Respectively, in addition to recognizing the guarantor’s legal liability under the contract 
of guarantee and the loan agreement (the latter defines the same), this, in particular, is 80% of 
the loan arrears, rejected the claimant’s claim to recover from the guarantor amounts not pro-
vided for in the contract provisions. The provisions of this judgment state that the loan provider, 
as well as the guarantor did not provide an effective assessment of the borrower’s trustworthi-
ness, which entailed financial losses for the guarantor, necessity to solve the problem of repay-
ing another amount of debt (20% loan amount, loan interest and interest penalties) for the loan 
provider by means of judicial procedure. It shall be noted that the issue of ineffective trustwor-
thiness assessment is relevant for both Poland and Ukraine. Namely, there are many lawsuits 
related to claims to bring guarantors (securities) to repay debts under credit agreements, if the 
latter cannot be secured by borrowers due to loss of paying capacity. The content of court cases 
indicates the loss of trustworthiness and its insufficiently effective assessment at the stages of 
legal relations of concluding a contract of guarantee (or guarantees), credit agreements. Let’s 
analyze the main directions and content of such court decisions in Ukraine, adopted after Jan-
uary 1, 2019, namely:

– Decision in case 904/1049/20 dated October 06, 2020, adopted by the Commercial 
Court of Dnipropetrovsk region, which considers the claim of the claimant (banking institution) 
to hold the guarantor (legal entity) liable on the debt obligations of the borrower (legal entity) 
due to violation of the last order of repayment of non-revolving loan facility, threat of loss of 
trustworthiness, lack of consent of the guarantor to pay all costs of the loan provider related to 
debt repayment (Rishennia u spravi No. 904/1049/20, 2020). Within the abovementioned court 
decision, the judicial body recognized the need for the guarantor to repay the full amount of 
the borrower’s debt to the loan provider, as otherwise was not determined by the contract of 
guarantee, the loan agreement. Accordingly, the guarantor is responsible for liquidation of the 
debt of the borrower through his own approach to assessing the trustworthiness of the borrower;

– Decision in case 924/1288/19 dated April 14, 2020, adopted by the Commercial Court 
of Khmelnytskyi region, which provides for examination of the claimant’s (banking institution) 
requirements for holding the guarantor liable for the debt obligations of the borrower (legal 
entity). This lawsuit took place due to the recent violation of the terms of liquidation of credit 
obligations, doubts from the loan provider on the trustworthiness of the borrower on the date of 
repayment of the loan, interest (Rishennia u spravi No. 924/1288/19, 2020). The judicial body 
made assumptions on insufficiently effective assessment of the borrower’s trustworthiness by 
the guarantor and the loan provider (banking institution), and also made a decision to satisfy the 
borrower’s claims in full. Therefore, the guarantor, due to the lack of reliable verification (only 
the assessment of the audit opinion submitted by the audit organization), suffered significant 
financial losses;

– Decision in case 908/1054/20 dated August 20, 2020, adopted by the Commercial 
Court of Zaporizhzhia region, which analyzed the claims of the claimant (banking institution) 
to hold the guarantor jointly with the borrower liable on the debt obligations of the latter. 
This lawsuit arose due to the violation by the borrower of the terms of liquidation of credit 
obligations, accrual of causes to assume by the loan provider that the borrower has reduced 
the level of trustworthiness (Rishennia u spravi No. 908/1054/20, 2020). The content of this 
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court decision indicates the need for a thorough analysis by the guarantor of the borrower’s 
trustworthiness, which was not carried out, and judging by the circumstances of the case, the 
decision on guarantee was made based on the results of independent analysis of financial state-
ments. The claimant’s complaint was approved, and a decision was rendered to satisfy the 
latter’s claims in full by bringing the guarantor and the borrower to joint liability. Taking the 
above-mentioned into consideration, as well as in case of previous lawsuits, the guarantor suf-
fered significant financial losses due to a correct assessment of the borrower’s trustworthiness, 
respectively, these relationships were ineffective.

We can state that provisions of the legislation of Poland, the USA and Ukraine do not 
emphasize the necessity to assess the trustworthiness of the borrower by the guarantor, the loan 
provider, the conditions of such inspections, procedure and subjectivity of their payment are 
not defined.

3. Ways to improve the legal and regulatory sphere in the area being studies

In our opinion, the provisions of economic and civil legislation of Ukraine shall use a 
unified approach to determining the legal status of guarantors and warrantors. There is also a 
need to eliminate the indication in paragraph 4 of Article 67 of the Civil Code that state enter-
prises, including companies (excluding banking institutions), the authorized capital of which 
is fifty percent or more of shares (units or shares) owned by the state, and which provide such 
services subject to the approval of the relevant central executive authorities, can act as guaran-
tors and warrantors of security for debt obligations of borrowers. This is due to the fact that this 
remark does not fully comply with the content of the Civil Code of Ukraine on the legal status 
of guarantors and warrantors on security for debt obligations of borrowers, differs from inter-
pretation of the Supreme Court of Ukraine, all courts, banking institutions on the legal status of 
these persons. It should be assumed that argumentation of the Ukrainian legislation in the pro-
visions of the Commercial Code of Ukraine on classification of warrantors, guarantors of state 
(semi-state) enterprises, the indication that they should not be banks, and the need to coordinate 
the provision of guarantees, warranties, in coordination with the central authorities, indicates 
a reference point for use the use of non-market methods of regulation, which are completely 
unjustified, differ from other laws and regulations.

In view of the aforesaid, we offer to change the content of paragraph 4 of Article 67 of 
the Civil Code of Ukraine and determine the legal status of the persons under study (guarantors 
and warrantors) as follows:

… Enterprises of various forms of ownership, entrepreneurs can perform raising debt 
funds (long-term and short-term), on contractual terms (for a fee) to act as warrantors, guaran-
tors for security for debt obligations of borrowers in the case of proper trustworthiness, business 
reputation to provide services of this category. The procedure for providing guarantees, sure-
ties from such persons provides for them to check the trustworthiness of borrowers to return 
credit to loan providers. The specified examination can be conducted both by internal forces of 
warrantors, guarantors, and by means of involvement of external audit. The cost of assessing 
trustworthiness is borne by borrowers who pay for its implementation before conclusion of 
contractual terms with warrantors, guarantors. If, based on the results of assessment, the latter 
do not make a decision on the provision of guarantees, sureties, the costs of trustworthiness 
assessment are not refunded to the borrowers.

This wording provides for the possibility of economic entities to raise loans, as it is the 
right of any enterprise, individual entrepreneurs and is defined in the text of the current legal 
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act (paragraph 4 of Article 67 of the Commercial Code of Ukraine). This right has remained 
unchanged in the provisions of the Commercial Code of Ukraine, but the composition of per-
sons who can use it has been expanded (enterprises of all forms of ownership, individual entre-
preneurs have been added).

The emphasis in this definition is that both legal entities and natural persons-entre-
preneurs can act as warrantors and guarantors, which results from the fact that the latter are 
also subjects of economic activity, and that such a possibility is provided by the legal position 
of the Supreme Court of Ukraine. (Letter to clarify this issue dated February 01, 2015 (Site 
LIGA.net, 2015)), the content of the provisions of the Civil Code of Ukraine on the legal status 
of guarantors (paragraph 3 of Article 553 of the Civil Code of Ukraine). In our opinion, the 
guarantors of security for debt obligations of borrowers can also be natural persons-entrepre-
neurs who have the appropriate level of trustworthiness, business reputation for provision of 
such services. It should be noted that the reference to the fact that the provision of guarantees, 
sureties is performed on contractual terms (for a fee) provides additional guarantee of loan 
reimbursement for loan providers, since free provision of such services may indicate the pos-
sibility of collusion of warrantors, guarantors and borrowers to obtain the loan funds. It should 
be noted that the provisions of the Commercial Code of Ukraine do not provide for the use of 
payment to warrantors, guarantors for their services, respectively, this can be interpreted as the 
possibility of provision of free services of this category and provision of paid services in this 
area (on contractual terms). But the latter is also, in our opinion, an additional guarantee for 
warrantors, guarantors in the event the borrowers cannot discharge their debts for this type of 
service. In particular, an economic dispute over compensation may be resolved in court, if the 
law provides for the payment of such services and the contract for the provision of guarantees 
specifies the amount of payment. It should be noted that we provide a systematic approach to 
the trustworthiness of borrowers before any contractual relations with warrantors, guarantors. 
This is aimed at protecting the financial interests of the latter, we also do not determine the 
possibility of being guided by the results of the assessment of the financial and economic con-
dition of borrowers provided by them independently. Even if they submit audit reports provided 
by independent auditors on the date of receipt of sureties, guarantees, loans, warrantors and 
guarantors shall independently conduct an assessment of trustworthiness. At the same time, the 
reports of independent auditors can be the sources of such analysis, if they contain the necessary 
comprehensive information.

An important area of   improving regulation in this area is the legislative consolidation 
of positions on obligation and procedure for assessing the state of the economy management, 
financial and economic condition, forecasting the risks of securing credit obligations by loan 
providers to warrantors, guarantors and on behalf of the latter regarding borrowers. Adher-
ence to these procedures will eliminate the problems of non-performance of credit obliga-
tions for both loan providers and for security for fulfillment of credit obligations. Regarding 
the amendments to the Commercial Code of Ukraine, the following is offered: to set forth 
the provision of this legal document regarding the legal status of guarantees and loans, given 
in paragraph 2 of Article 346 of the Commercial Code of Ukraine taking into account the 
submitted offers. Namely:

In order to reduce the level of risk, the loan provider may provide loans to borrowers in 
case the latter provide the pledge of property, guarantees, sureties provided by any legal enti-
ties and individuals whose competences and property status will not be in doubt. To assess the 
trustworthiness, the loan providers shall assess the state of the economy management, financial 
and economic condition and forecast the risks of non-repayment of credit funds at a preliminary 
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stage. Guarantees, sureties are provided by warrantors, guarantors on a fee basis after the estab-
lishment of the trustworthiness of borrowers, the cost of which shall be borne by the borrower.

4. Conclusions

The theoretical aspects, legal and regulatory principles and development of ways to 
improve the legal and regulatory framework for securing obligations in the field of legal rela-
tions on credit granting have been covered. The study of theoretical provisions, legal and regu-
latory framework has shown the availability of problems in determining the legal status of the 
objects of credit obligations of economic entities. It is determined that the scientific works do 
not contain a universal approach to composition and legal status of these objects, nor do they 
indicate the problems of current legislation in this field. According to the results of the analysis 
of the commercial and civil legislation of Ukraine, the existence of an incomplete definition of 
the composition of these securities was revealed, it was proved that this is due to gaps in deter-
mining the composition of the subjects of these securities. Taking into the account the stated 
range of problems, it is offered to eliminate the inconsistency of the legislation provisions at 
the level of the Civil Code of Ukraine and Commercial Code of Ukraine based on the content 
of the recommendations of the Supreme Court of Ukraine. Problems of lack of legislative reg-
ulation of the problem of obligation and the procedure for assessing the state of the economic 
management, financial and economic condition, forecasting the risks of enforcement of loan 
obligations both from the loan providers subject to warrantors, guarantors and the latter in 
relation to borrowers, have been established. The availability of such problems in the field of 
legal regulation in the USA, Poland and Ukraine has been proven. Considering the urgency of 
the issue, proposals for improving the provisions of the Ukrainian legislation in this area have 
been substantiated and formulated.
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